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Students learn the importance of fair trade
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During the MCIC Fair Trade Conference in Minnedosa, students
brainstorm ways to plan and promote fair trade in their schools.
By AMANDA BOYD

A

s part of International Development
Week (February 5-11), the
Manitoba Council for International Cooperation
(MCIC) hosted its annual
Middle Years Conference at the Minnedosa

Community Conference
Centre Wednesday, February 1st. The MCIC is a
coalition of over 40 organizations involved in internationaldevelopment.
Entitled Generating Momentum for Our World: Go
Fair Trade, the conference
was intended to inform

and encourage students to
take action and improve
Fair Trade availability in
their schools and communities.
Schools that participated in the activities included Brookdale School,
Erickson Collegiate, Gladstone Elementary School,
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MacGregor
Elementary
School, Neepawa Collegiate, Plumas Elementary
School, Strathclair School
and Tanner’s Crossing
School. Over 40 students
took part in an opening
plenary that offered a simulation of trading.
“I think the activity
we did this morning was
a pretty good example of
what happens,” commented Erickson Collegiate
student, Megan Huculak.
“We were workers and
used clay to make beads
that other people would
buy off of us. We had a
whole bunch of limits put
on what we could do and
it was kind of unfair. We
only made $7.00. The second round we were able to
change the rules and we
ended up with $14.00 so
we pretty much doubled
our profits.”
This plenary was followed by circuits on public speaking, planning and
promoting, and rewriting the rules. “The goal
is to explore how schools
might be able to support
fair trade by using fair
trade products in their
procurement strategies,”
explained Rewrite the
Rules workshop facilitator, Bequie Lake. “So when
they’re purchasing soccer
balls or hoodies for their
school they consider using
fair trade options so the
school isn’t buying things
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made using child labour,
for example.” Later that
afternoon, students participated in their choice of
silk screening, video, digital photography, or theatre workshops. “The day’s
been great,” remarked TCS
student, Josh Woychyshyn.
“We are learning about Fair
Trade between the continents and how we need to
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Breanne Morgan assists Isabella Onyshko
during the silkscreening workshop.
Students also participated in theatre,
digital photography and video.
buy, say cocoa beans, from
another country at a reasonable price so they can
pay for their children’s
schooling.”
2012 is the fi fth year
MCIC has been offering its
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do with their newfound
knowledge on Fair Trade.
“It’s always amazing to
hear what the students do
when they return to the
schools.”

Communication
changes
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Fair Trade conference in
the Parklands region, but it
is the first time it has ever
come to Minnedosa; previous events have been held
in Rossburn and Strathclair.
Minnedosa’s was
the fi fth in a series of six
conferences this year and
MCIC Executive Director,
Janice Hamilton, is curious to see what students

Many see books, newspapers and telephones
becoming obsolete and
some even predict the degradation of the English language due to over-reliance
on tools such as Spell and
Grammar Check. Others
foresee increased faceto-face Internet calling
(Skype), more abilities with
Bluetooth technology and
voice recognition and other advances that will make
communication even easier and more convenient.
ads
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“We’ll definitely learn
more about the world,” said
Grade 10 student, Melissa
Pearson. “I think that’s a
good thing. With regards to
people becoming lazy and
too dependent on sitting
in front of screens, we just
need to educate kids and
find a balance.”
Perhaps the most important thing to acknowledge is the life cycle of
introduction, growth, maturity and eventual decline
that all forms of technology
go through. Examples of
outdated technology that
have gone through this
process include the telegraph and rotary telephone
systems. Change does not
necessarily mean decline.
In fact, if we are responsible and educated in our
practice of new technology,
change can mean progress.

